RESIDENTIAL – ELECTRIC VEHICLE
NEW SERVICE QUESTIONNAIRE / AGREEMENT • SNOHOMISH COUNTY PUD

CUSTOMER’S NAME ___________________________ EMAIL ___________________________

PHONE: WORK ( ) HOME ( ) CELL ( ) FAX ( )

SERVICE ADDRESS (HOUSE NUMBER AND STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE)

MAILING ADDRESS (HOUSE NUMBER AND STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE)

_________________________ ___________________________
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR EMAIL ___________________________

PHONE: WORK ( ) FAX ( ) CELL ( )

GENERAL CONTRACTOR EMAIL ___________________________

PHONE: WORK ( ) FAX ( ) CELL ( )

VEHICLE CHARGING INFORMATION

VEHICLE MAKE/MODEL: ___________________________

CHARGING VOLTAGE: □ 120V □ 240V □ 480V □ OTHER (SPECIFY) ________________

CHARGING KILOWATT RATING: ___________ kW

PANEL INFORMATION

EXISTING VOLTAGE: □ 120/240V □ 120/208V □ 277/480V □ OTHER (SPECIFY) ________________

EXISTING PANEL SIZE: □ 125 AMP □ 200 AMP □ 400 AMP □ OTHER (SPECIFY) ________________

PROPOSED PANEL SIZE: □ 125 AMP □ 200 AMP □ 400 AMP □ OTHER (SPECIFY) ________________

It is understood that if additional work is required of the PUD, due to customer revisions of the electrical load and/or voltage requirements or other information as supplied or requested on this form, the additional costs shall be borne by the customer. The PUD provides for installed load, not future load.

Prior to energizing the service, all PUD standards and service requirements must be met and approved by the PUD.

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE ___________________________ DATE: ___________________________

1637 11/10